Protein hydrogen exchange: Testing current models
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Abstract: To investigate the determinants of protein hydrogen exchange (HX), HX rates of most of the backbone amide hydrogens of Staphylococcal nuclease were measured by NMR methods. A modified analysis was used to improve accuracy for the faster hydrogens. HX rates of both near surface and well buried hydrogens are spread over more than 7 orders of magnitude. These results were compared with previous hypotheses for HX rate determination. Contrary to a common assumption, proximity to the surface of the native protein does not usually produce fast exchange. The slow HX rates for unprotected surface hydrogens are not well explained by local electrostatic field. The ability of buried hydrogens to exchange is not explained by a solvent penetration mechanism. The exchange rates of structurally protected hydrogens are not well predicted by algorithms that depend only on local interactions or only on transient unfolding reactions. These observations identify some of the present difficulties of HX rate prediction and suggest the need for returning to a detailed hydrogen by hydrogen analysis to examine the bases of structure-rate relationships, as described in the companion paper (Skinner et al., Protein Sci 2012;21:996–1005).
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Introduction
The main chain amide hydrogens of proteins engage in continual exchange with the hydrogens of solvent water. Proton transfer chemistry is well understood,1 and the hydrogen exchange (HX) rates of exposed amides in structureless polypeptides—in any sequence, ambient condition, and isotope combination—can be accurately predicted.2,3 Amide hydrogens in structured proteins exchange more slowly, over a great range of rates that depend on and therefore can provide information about biophysical properties (structure, stability, dynamics, energetics) and functional properties (interaction, structure change, folding) resolved to the individual amino acid level. To most effectively exploit this rich source of information, it will be necessary to understand the static and dynamic determinants of HX behavior. The common presumption that the determinants are well understood is far from true. These uncertainties limit the interpretive power of the many structural and functional HX studies that are now being reported.

In formative work before the first protein structure had been solved, Linderstrøm-Lang explored...
protein HX with the intention of looking for Pauling’s H-bonded helices and sheets. Lang took the view that the slowly exchanging hydrogens found by his group did indeed represent Pauling’s H-bonded structures. He proposed a straightforward phenomenological model, namely that the exchange process requires structural protection to be relieved by some dynamic structural event.4–6 The picture is commonly represented as in Scheme 1 where \( k_{\text{op}} \) and \( k_{\text{cl}} \) are structural opening and reclosing rates, and \( k_{\text{ch}} \) is the chemical rate expected for exposed hydrogens.2

Scheme 1 is wholly kinetic in nature and has no structural content. Over the years, the search for the physical determinants has elicited a number of proposals. In general, prior workers have attempted top down strategies. Some structure-based determinant of HX rate is proposed and then an HX database is tested for correlation with that factor. To examine these uncertainties, we obtained a large HX dataset for most of the amide hydrogens of the Staphylococcal nuclease (SN) protein. We used a double mutant (P117G/H124L) with increased stability so that most HX is not controlled by the global unfolding reaction. SN has extensive alpha and beta structural content, its detailed atomic level structure and biophysical properties are well known, and previous experiments specify the relative size of structural excursions that allow the exchange of many individual SN hydrogens.7,8 These comprehensive data provide a resource for examining the static and dynamic structural factors that determine protein HX rates.

We used these data to test models previously proposed in attempts to understand protein HX in terms of known structure and calculated properties. Accessibility-penetration models suppose that solvent accessible hydrogens placed at the protein surface will exchange rapidly and that the slower exchange of more buried hydrogens depends on the entry of water or the HX catalysts, hydroxide and hydronium ion, into the protein matrix.9–11 Electrostatic field has been suggested to play a major role in modulating the HX rate of amides exposed to solvent at the protein surface.12–15 For more buried hydrogens, predictions of HX rates based on local interaction density and the calculation of structural dynamics have been attempted.16–29,30–34 We compare these models to SN HX data and discuss the problematic issues.

**Results**

We assigned the NMR spectrum of SN8 and used this information to measure HX rates for 109 out of 143 nonproline backbone amide hydrogens and a tryptophan indole ring NH using the Cleanex-PM NMR method35 for fast exchanging amides (1–100 s\(^{-1}\)) and 2D HSQC NMR for slower ones (10\(^{-3}\) to 10\(^{-7}\) s\(^{-1}\)). HX was measured at closely spaced intervals from pH 4.9 to 11.3 to bring faster and slower rates into the laboratory time window. SN stability remains constant below pH 10 (Ref. 8), which allows measured HX rates over a very wide pH range to be directly compared, as in Figure 1.

**Data validation**

HX rates for P117G/H124L SN are listed in Supporting Information Table S1 in terms of their structural protection factors (\( P_f \)) under EX2 conditions. The accuracy of the measured rates was checked in several ways.

Previous calibrations make it possible to predict HX rates for main chain amides in unstructured polypeptides based on primary amino acid sequence and ambient conditions.2,3 For seven of the eight amides measured on unstructured SN segments (residues 2 and 5 at the N-terminus and 144–149 at the C-terminus), rates agree with predicted values to better than twofold. The one exception, Thr2, exchanges rapidly, 10-fold faster than predicted in Ref. 2, apparently due to the positive N-terminal charge, as might have been expected (see Table 1 in Ref. 36). This is especially important for the back exchange problem in HX mass spectrometry analysis, which deals with many peptide fragments, all having an N-terminal charge.

Under our conditions amide HX is catalyzed only by hydroxide, therefore HX rates are ideally expected to increase by a factor of 10 per pH unit. Figure 1 shows that multiple independently
measured data points for any given amide hydrogen fall accurately on a line with unit slope (average deviation 14%). In addition, the fast hydrogens measured by CLEANEX-PM and analyzed by the improved method, described in Materials and Methods, match this expected EX2 behavior. Some of the very slowest amides are exceptional. They transition at high pH toward a pH-independent EX1 mechanism, and so provide important additional information about structural dynamics as described below.

Six residues could be measured by both the Cleanex-PM and HSQC methods, although at different conditions. These rates can be compared by applying the expected pH dependence and isotope effects. Rates for five of the six sites agree within an average deviation of 30%. The one outlier, Phe61, could only be measured by Cleanex-PM at pH 11.26 where rates are questionable due to protein destabilization.

In summary, measured HX rates were checked by comparing them with predicted rates for unstructured residues, with their expected dependence on pH over a wide pH range, and with rates measured by different methods. These tests confirm the accuracy of the results.

**HX mechanism: Solvent accessibility**

It is often stated that HX rate measures solvent accessibility, which leads to the expectation that protein surface hydrogens will exchange at rates close to those calibrated for amides in unstructured polypeptides. The results in Figure 2 are not consistent with this view. Figure 2 replots the data in Figure 1 in terms of measured HX protection factor \( P_f \) versus distance to the protein surface. Unprotected surface hydrogens on unstructured SN segments at the N- and C-termini (plotted at 0.7 Å) do exchange rapidly, at their expected unprotected rates with protection factor \( P_f \sim 0 \). Unprotected surface hydrogens on structured segments (plotted at \( \sim 2 \) Å) exchange more slowly, by up to 40-fold. Other near-surface but H-bonded hydrogens on the solvent-exposed surfaces of regular secondary structures or loops can exchange as slowly as deeply buried ones.

In summary, fast exchanging hydrogens that approximate the expected free peptide rate are placed only at the protein surface, but many others at the protein surface exchange far more slowly. The discriminating factor is protection by H-bonding.

**HX mechanism: Solvent penetration**

A hypothesis related to the solvent accessibility view is that slow exchange represents buried hydrogens and the HX process requires the penetration of HX catalyst into the protein matrix. This view has been taken over the years by many authors. Figure 2 shows that this view is incorrect. Many near-surface hydrogens, where the concept of penetration has little meaning, can exchange as slowly as well buried ones. For internal hydrogens, the degree of HX protection has no significant dependence on depth of burial.

Further, many of the slowest hydrogens are known to exchange by way of sizeable unfolding reactions rather than being reached \textit{in situ} by incoming solvent species. Their exchange is sharply accelerated by low concentrations of added denaturant, which promotes unfolding reactions, even under fully native conditions far below the melting concentration. In agreement, the unfolding reaction that modulates HX of the slowest SN hydrogens (EX2 region) has a computed free energy equal to global unfolding \( \Delta G_{op} = -RT \ln k_{op} = -RT \ln k_{ch} k_{ch} = 10 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \). In addition, the HX rate for many very slow hydrogens is seen (Fig. 1) to roll over at high pH and approach pH-independent EX1 behavior. This indicates exchange by way of dynamic unfolding/refolding reactions that reclose relatively slowly (>1 ms) and therefore represent sizeable unfoldings. Thus many slow SN hydrogens, which should be prime candidates for exchange by way of a penetration mechanism, instead exchange by way of sizeable unfolding reactions.
These results limit the HX rate that any penetration mechanism could mediate. It must be slower than the slowest hydrogens measured here, namely more than eight orders of magnitude slower than the structurally unhindered rate of fully exposed amides. A similar conclusion holds for the possibility of any direct amide to solvent exchange mechanism.

**HX mechanism: Electrostatic field**

Some unprotected amide hydrogens at the protein surface exchange more slowly than expected for freely solvent exposed amides by up to 40-fold. A more extreme result has been described by the LeMaster group who reported the retardation of exchange rates for apparently solvent accessible amides by up to a billion-fold in one case. They attributed this behavior to electrostatic effects on the relative acidity of amides (pKₐ); that is, on the intrinsic exchange rate, kₑₓ, of unprotected amides. It was assumed that amides with a solvent accessible surface area (SASA) ≥ 0.5 Å² are unprotected and have an unhindered rate of encounter with hydroxide catalyst. In this case, the excess slowing will depend only on the unfavorable proton transfer equilibrium within the encounter complex, dependent on pKₐ. To test this possibility, they used Poisson–Boltzmann continuum dielectric calculations to evaluate the change in amide pKₐ values due to local formal and partial charges. They plotted the calculated ΔpKₐ against measured HX rates, and fit several factors to improve the correlation.

We repeated electrostatic calculations for the proteins studied by the LeMaster group using their parameters. Our calculations for CI2, FKBP12, and rubredoxin essentially duplicate their results. Results for the same calculations applied to the slow amide protons of SN with computed SASA > 0.5 Å² are in Figure 3. The measured HX rates show no correlation with calculated electrostatic field. It is notable that the computed ΔpKₐ range is about as large as was computed for other proteins, but the range of measured rates is far smaller. We have not attempted to correlate this narrow range of rates with detailed determinants. The much slower rates reported by LeMaster et al. are due to a small number of outliers, as described in Discussion.

**HX mechanism: Predictions from packing density and dynamics**

Many workers have attempted predictive calculations that might correlate HX rates with static and dynamic structural determinants. Difficulties arise because, unlike the rapid dynamic fluctuations that have received much attention in recent years, the fluctuations that determine HX behavior are rare, with populations from 10⁻¹ to 10⁻¹⁰ relative to the native state and with time scales from ms to months. Various calculational approaches have been explored. The determinants considered range from immediately local residue–residue interactions to the ensemble of large segmental unfolding reactions. In spite of the very different factors that determine the different calculations and the varied criteria used for translating calculated results into HX rates, these efforts generally report good predictive results.

Illustrative examples in Figure 4 are taken from calculations that focus either on immediately local interaction density or on distributed segmental unfolding reactions. The presentation of results has usually used the format in Figure 4(a), which plots measured and predicted HX rates against amino acid sequence. This presentation tends to exaggerate the quality of the prediction. For example Figure 4(b,c) shows the same results in the format of a correlation scatter plot. In the horizontal dimension, the type of presentation in Figure 4(a) simply shows that the predictive algorithm being tested is generally able to distinguish residues in secondary structural elements where HX tends to be slow from those in intervening loop regions. The vertical dimension of the plot is often scaled to the stability of the protein so that the maximum protection factor enters as an adjustable parameter [although this is not true for the red curve in Fig. 4(a)].

**Discussion**

To appraise the continuing effort to understand protein HX behavior, we compared expectations of major current hypotheses with an extensive SN HX dataset.
Static accessibility and burial

Over the years, many workers have taken the intuitive view that HX slowing depends on relative accessibility to solvent in the static protein structure. We find that hydrogens on dynamically unstructured protein segments in contact with solvent do exchange at their expected free peptide rate. Other unprotected hydrogens placed on structured segments exchange more slowly than expected by up to 40-fold. Hydrogens at the solvent interface that are sterically protected by H-bonding can exchange more slowly by many orders of magnitude. They require dynamic perturbations that separate the protecting H-bond and expose the hydrogen to attack by HX catalyst.

The same is undoubtedly true for H-bonded hydrogens that are buried, even if they could be

Figure 4. Comparisons of measured and predicted SN HX. A. Open bars represent measured $P_f$ values. Predicted $P_f$ values based on the density of local contacts in the static SN structure and more distributed segmental unfolding are displayed, respectively, by red lines (provided by M. Vendruscolo), and by blue lines (from the COREX program, provided by L. Tong and V. Hilser). The same data are also shown as correlation plots in panels B and C, respectively. $R^2$ values are calculated relative to the best fit lines (not shown) rather than to the identity line (dashed). Symbols in B and C indicate hydrogens known to exchange by local fluctuations (red), by larger unfolding (green), and those that are unknown (black). The local interaction model was originally intended to translate HX data into constraints to help compute ensembles that produce the observed HX, and might not work when applied to structures of folded proteins. A previous COREX comparison used an HX dataset for a less stable version of SN (WT) where the exchange of many of the measured hydrogens is dominated by global unfolding. The more stable SN variant used here provides increased dynamic range and more examples of exchange that depends on local fluctuations.
reached by incoming solvent species. For buried hydrogens, any solvent penetration model would predict a correlation between HX protection and distance to the aqueous surface. In fact, the results in Figure 2 show that when unprotected hydrogens are excluded, the correlation with depth of burial is close to zero. The most buried amides that are the prime candidates for a penetration mechanism instead tend to exchange by way of unfolding reactions. These results place an upper limit on the rate for any possible penetration mechanism that is, for practical purposes, negligible.

**Slow surface HX and electrostatic field**

Figure 3 tests the proposal that the slow exchange of supposedly unprotected surface hydrogens, defined by 
SASA > 0.5 Å², might be explained by local electrostatic field. The unprotected solvent exposed hydrogens on structured segments of SN can exchange moderately slowly but they show no significant correlation with computed electrostatic field (Fig. 3).

It is noteworthy that the rate versus field correlations found in previous studies with other proteins depend heavily on a few very slow hydrogens that anchor the correlation curves. Is it possible that these hydrogens are structurally protected in some nonobvious way? A companion study reveals that structurally bound water molecules protect a number of SN amides from HX. When solvent is treated as a continuum as in previous studies, the usual rolling ball SASA analysis will fail to distinguish near-surface structurally bound waters from free solvent. We considered prior work from this point of view. Analysis shows that some slowly exchanging hydrogens considered to be solvent exposed in the previous studies are H-bonded to crystallographically defined water molecules held in place by specific protein interactions.

In CI2, the slowest supposedly unprotected hydrogen (Arg62) is H-bonded to a crystallographically defined water molecule that also H-bonds to a main chain carbonyl between two beta strands. Other slow amides (Val31, Ile44, and Asp45) are H-bonded to defined waters that also donate H-bonds to main chain and side chain carbonyls. These waters could not be simply replaced with hydroxide catalyst without some structural adaptation, and therefore must offer protection against HX. Five of the remaining 10 amides in CI2 that contribute to the rate versus field correlation are in a loop that interacts with a neighboring protein in the crystal. This makes uncertain their local environment and therefore the calculated field in the monomeric solution condition of the HX experiments.

In rubredoxin, the very slowly exchanging Lys46 amide hydrogen is H-bonded to a defined water molecule that is held also by H-bonding to main chain carbonyls. The Asp14 amide is H-bonded to a protecting water that is also H-bonded to a main chain carbonyl and to a tyrosine side chain OH. The slowest hydrogen, on Val38, is H-bonded to a defined water molecule that is involved in a network of water molecules held in a cleft between Val38 and an external loop. In other cases where apparently exposed but slowly exchanging hydrogens help to anchor the rate-field correlation curve, the slow amides are also H-bonded to defined water molecules held in place by H-bonding to protein groups.

These interactions make exchange slow by blocking encounter with hydroxide HX catalyst, and they ensure that the Poisson–Boltzmann calculation will compute a strongly unfavorable deprotonation environment. When the slowly exchanging hydrogens identified as structurally protected in this way are removed from the correlation curves, one finds a situation like that seen for SN (Fig. 3). Only a much smaller range of HX rates due to clearly unprotected solvent exposed hydrogens remains, and a lack of correlation between HX rate and electrostatic field is apparent.

**Structural dynamics**

The evidence against exchange in situ for both surface and buried hydrogens, presented above, favors a dominant role for dynamic structural perturbations, as in the general Linderstrøm-Lang model (Scheme 1). In recent years, much effort has been devoted to the computation of the protein dynamic ensemble, especially to examine the implications for protein biophysics, folding, and function. An excellent test for these methodologies is their ability to predict amino acid resolved HX behavior.

The present results illustrate some continuing problems. Any given hydrogen may exchange by way of different kinds of dynamic exposure reactions ranging from small local fluctuations to whole molecule unfolding. Local fluctuations depend mainly on local interactions between immediate neighbors. Unfolding reactions depend on the network of interactions that stabilize a larger region of the protein. Predictive algorithms focused on local interactions seem unlikely
to predict exchange by way of segmental unfolding reactions that depend on more distributed interactions, or by the displacement of the H-bond acceptor rather than the exchanging residue itself. Similarly, exposure by small local fluctuations seems unlikely to be captured by the thermodynamic solvent exposure parameters used to calculate the probability of sizeable unfolding reactions. The difficulty of the problem is compounded by the fact that subtle effects, and even distant effects, may determine the pathway that dominates. For example, the mutation of a cis-proline residue in our mutant SN variant greatly increases protein stability and causes many distant residues to switch from a dependence on global unfolding to more local perturbations.

A successful HX prediction algorithm will have to take into account the different HX pathways for reaching the exchange competent state. It will be necessary to parameterize such an algorithm against data that distinguish HX due to local fluctuations and unfolding reactions. It will also be necessary to implement correct criteria for distinguishing exchange competent and exchange incompetent states. Some groups have defined exchange competence by H-bonding geometry,17,20,22 Others have used solvent accessibility.18,21,47 We find that even H-bonding to a water molecule does not always correspond to HX competence,41 which ultimately depends on the ability to form an H-bond to HX catalyst, typically the solvent hydroxide ion.

Conclusions

Current models for protein HX behavior derive from a top down approach in which some static determinant or dynamic mechanism or calculational approach is proposed and then an HX database is tested for correlation with that factor. This article compares detailed HX results with major current models. The results suggest the value of returning to primary residue-resolved HX data, in a bottom up analysis, in order to compare HX behavior on a hydrogen by hydrogen basis with detailed structure and the HX behavior of neighboring hydrogens. An attempt of this nature is described in the accompanying paper.43

Materials and Methods

Protein preparation

Experiments used a double mutant of SN (P117G/H124L) with increased stability (from 6 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) for WT to 10 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) for the double mutant) so that the exchange of most hydrogens is not dominated by the transient global unfolding. The SN double mutant was purified as described before.8

HX rate determination

NMR HX measurements were done at 20 °C using a 500 MHz magnet with Varian cold probe. \(^{2}\)H to \(^{3}\)H exchange was measured by 2D HSQC in real time over the pH range 7.0–9.5 and by quenched stop flow at pH 9.94 as previously described.8 Rates were determined by fitting crosspeak intensity as a function of time to a single exponential. \(^{1}\)H–\(^{1}\)H exchange was measured using the Cleanex-PM pulse sequence\(^{35}\) with mixing times of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, and 20 ms over the pH range 4.9–11.26 at approximately half pH increments.

A modified data analysis was used to improve the accuracy of Cleanex results. Normalized peak volumes for \(^{1}\)H–\(^{1}\)H data collected using the Cleanex-PM pulse sequence have been reported to fit Eq. (1).

\[
V(t)/V_0 = \frac{\int k_{ex} dt}{(k_{ex} + R_{1a} + R_{1b})} \left[ e^{-R_{1bt}} - e^{-(k_{ex} + R_{1a})t} \right] \tag{1}
\]

Values for \(f\), the fraction of H\(_2\)O that recovers between pulses, and \(R_{1b}\), the solvent relaxation rate (residue and pH-independent) were determined experimentally at our conditions to be 0.54 and 0.6 s\(^{-1}\), respectively. The HX rate, \(k_{ex}\), and the hydrogen relaxation rate \(R_{1a}\) (residue-specific but pH-independent) were then determined by fitting measured data to Eq. (1).

Due to the nonlinear nature of Eq. (1), the \(k_{ex}\) value derived from fitting is highly dependent on the choice of initial coefficient values. Other groups have avoided this problem by simply approximating \(k_{ex}\) from the initial time-dependent slope. However, that approach introduces a systematic error and would not use all of the time-dependent HX data and the large amount of pH-dependent data available to us. We fit the entire HX dataset for each hydrogen by using successively improved approximations to Eq. (1). \(k_{ex}\) was first approximated for each residue at each pH by setting its starting value equal to the initial slope divided by \(f\). In a second round, \(k_{ex}\) was fit for each residue at each pH using Eq. (1) and assuming \(R_{1a} = 0\). \(k_{ex}\) and \(R_{1a}\) were then fit by using \(k_{ex}\) from the previous round as the starting \(k_{ex}\) value and 50 s\(^{-1}\) as the starting \(R_{1a}\) value. \(k_{ex}\) and \(R_{1a}\) were then fit for each residue at all pH's simultaneously based on the knowledge that \(k_{ex}\) increases by 10-fold per pH unit and \(R_{1a}\) is independent of pH. This provides the final \(R_{1a}\) rate for each residue and the starting \(k_{ex}\) rates for a final round of fitting, done for each residue at each pH. All fitting was done using the Matlab v2008a function lsqnonlin. In comparison with the usual initial slope method, this approach yields rates that are systematically faster, especially for fast exchanging hydrogens (Fig. 5).

At low pH when \(k_{ex} < 1\) s\(^{-1}\), we observed for most amides a low level pH-independent background signal not described in Eq. (1). This signal, when it could be measured for each amide at low pH, or the global average when it could not, was subtracted from all pH-dependent time points prior to rate determination. The improved data utilization of this
analysis for fast rates is illustrated in Figure 5. The accuracy obtained can be seen in the match of all data to the theoretical pH dependence in Figure 1.

**HX interpretation**

HX behavior has generally been considered in terms of the Linderström-Lang conformational closed to open kinetic picture in Scheme 1. Hydrogens in the closed state cannot exchange at all but require a deprotection opening reaction to become exchange competent. Once transient opening occurs, a kinetic competition ensues between exchange and reclosing. When structure is stable \((k_{cl} > k_{op})\) and reclosing is fast \((k_{ch} > k_{cl})\), the measured exchange rate, \(k_{ex}\), depends on \(k_{ch}\), multiplied down by the fraction of time open, as in Eq. (2). This is the so-called EX2, bimolecular exchange, case since the chemical exchange rate, \(k_{ch}\), is proportional to the concentration of solvent HX catalyst, namely hydroxide ion over the pH range studied here. This dependence generates the unit slope of the rate – pH behavior in Figure 1.

\[
k_{ex} = k_{op}/(k_{op} + 1)k_{ch} \sim k_{op}k_{ch}
\]

(2)

For EX2 exchange, HX rates are reported here in terms of the HX protection factor, \(P_f\), obtained as the ratio of the rate expected for a given hydrogen when it is freely exposed to solvent divided by the measured rate, as in Eq. (3).

\[
P_f = (k_{op} + 1)/k_{op} = k_{ch}/k_{ex}
\]

(3)

With increasing pH, \(k_{ch}\) increases and may exceed \(k_{cl}\). In this so-called EX1 case, \(k_{ex}\) reaches a limiting rate equal to \(k_{op}\). The slowest exchanging SN hydrogens in Figure 1 exhibit an EX2 to EX1 transition, which will occur only for protected hydrogens when structural reclosing is slow relative to \(k_{ch}\).

**Structure-based calculations**

Structure calculations were based on the SN crystal structure (1SNO) with Pro117 mutated to glycine by deleting extra atoms. Crystallographic waters were removed unless otherwise specified and hydrogens were added using CHARMM. Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) was calculated using SurfCv with a 1.4 Å rolling ball radius and CHARMM22 atomic radii.

Electrostatic Poisson-Boltzmann continuum dielectric calculations were performed with Qnifft. We used the same parameters previously described by LeMaster et al., namely CHARMM22 atomic radii and charge distribution, an internal dielectric of 3 and an external dielectric of 78.5. The probe size was set to 1.4 Å with a grid size of 193 and scaling was set to 3.0. Temperature was 298 K with a monovalent salt concentration of 150 mM.

**HX rate predictions**

Structure-based predictions for individual residue HX rates in P117G/H124L SN were supplied by M. Vendruscolo and by L. Tong and V. Hilser, based on their published methods.
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**Figure 5.** \(^1\)H–\(^1\)H (Cleanex-PM) rate determination. Gly86 is presented as a typical example of the method described for fitting Cleanex-PM data to the complete Eq. (2). Rates obtained are faster than found by the initial slope method, especially at higher pH. The validity of the fitting method is demonstrated by the good agreement of many hydrogens with their expected pH dependence (Fig. 1).